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Globus was founded in 1828 by Franz Bruch in 
St. Wendel, Saarland. GLOBUS remains a family-
owned trading company to this day.

The former retail business gradually expanded 
to become the most important wholesaler in 
the region. In the 1960s, the fourth generation 
of entrepreneurs added a self-service depart-
ment to the wholesale business. In 1966, Dr. 
Walter Bruch and Werner Martin opened the first 
SB-Warenhaus hypermarket in Homburg-Einöd.  
In 1982, the first do-it-yourself store followed 
in Gensingen, with an area of 3,600 m². In 1986, 
GLOBUS opened the biggest DIY superstore in 
Germany in Zweibrücken, with an area of over 
10,000 m² - the first stand-alone GLOBUS home 
improvement store.
The hela „Profi Zentren“ (centres for profes-
sionals), including hela Gartenmeister (garden 
centres), hela Wohnexpress (products for the 
home), hela Autoteilepark (car parts) and hela 
Baupark (building supplies), have also been 
part of GLOBUS Fachmärkte (GLOBUS Speciality 
Stores) since 2008.

GLOBUS Fachmärkte today operates 81 Do-It-
Yourself stores in Germany with an area of 7,000-
20,000 m². Globus Baumärkte (Globus DIY Stores) 
now has more than 6,000 employees. By the end 
of 2014, a further 13 GLOBUS home improve-
ment stores will be opened in Germany.

„Deutschland TEST“ announced Globus Baumarkt 
as the best DIY retailer in 2013 in regards to 
product range, advice & service and price per-
formance ratio. In the last 6 of 7 years Globus 
Baumarkt was voted the most custom friendly 
DIY retailer in Germany.

Globe enjoys a high degree of customer loyalty! 
This was determined by the Forum Fan indicator
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Benjamin Guth, Loss Prevention Officer, Globus 
Fachmärkte

Experience in product security from our home 
improvement stores

Due to inventory losses and theft reports from our 
stores, we had to secure various high quality pro-
ducts against theft. In some stores, therefore, we 
used the „spider“ and „safer boxes“, among others, 
in order to reduce theft. However, we received a 
certain amount of negative feedback about the 
spider from our stores, because of the very great 
effort that is required to attach and remove it. In 
addition, using the spider, the mass exhibition of 
the products was either very difficult or not possi-
ble at all. While it is true that the safer boxes offer 
improved security, due to their size they take up a 
great deal of space on the shelves. Furthermore, 
the packaging of our products differs so greatly 
that a variety of different boxes would be required 
in order to secure the products properly.

Spiders and safer boxes also cause problems at 
the checkouts, because the removal of the security 
media is very time consuming. After removal, the 
spiders have to be kept in such a way that they do 
not become intertwined. Similarly, the removal of 
the safer boxes is very time consuming and, due to 
their size, only small amounts can be collected at 
the checkouts.

Need for improvement

In the home improvement sector, we need a secu-
rity medium that can be used on a wide range of 
goods. Above all, this security medium must be fle-
xible, customisable and easy to apply and remove.

The solution: The „Turtle“

After 2 years of research and innovation, the 
Pataco company has extended its range and intro-
duced us to the Turtle. The Turtle meets our 
requirements exactly and can be used for a wide 
range of goods. The Turtle has the following 
advantages:

-  Protection for ALL box sizes
-  Quick and easy to attach and remove
-  Easy to handle
-  Versatile application
-  Improved product presentation
-  Boxes can be stacked
-  As secure as a wrap / spider

The Turtle uses two different sensors:

An intelligent optical sensor and a mechanical sen-
sor. This combination creates a high level of secu-
rity. The Turtle generates an alarm if an attempt 
is made to manipulate it or if it is not properly 
removed. In addition, the TURTLE activates the 
EAS antennas at the checkouts as soon as the pro-
tected item is taken through. All this is an effective 
deterrent to the „potential thief.“

Benefits of the Turtle for the Globus DIY stores

The turtle is very easy to use and much easier 
to attach to or remove from the goods than the 
spider. This saves time and therefore money. 
Furthermore, the Turtle is flexible to use and highly 
customisable. For security applications, we use the 
Turtle in 3 different ways:

• The Turtle is attached to the Strapex strapping

This is the most common way in which we use the 
Turtle for security purposes. The advantage of this 
type of protection is that optimal use can be made 
of the shelf space. Because the Turtle can be atta-
ched to the side, top or front of the box.

-  Improved presentation / marketing
-  No loss of shelf space

Benjamin Guth has 
been employed in 
the loss prevention 
department of Globus 
Fachmärkte since 
2007. Since 2009, he 
has been responsible 
for product security, including planning, imple-
mentation and training as well as for modifications 
due to changes in the product range. He conti-
nuously develops theft-prevention techniques in 
accordance with the company‘s requirements.
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• The Turtle is glued on to the article
 (displayed item is protected)

This type of protection is used only rarely in our 
DIY stores; however it is effective and preventive 
on displayed items such as satellite receivers.
-  Low potential for manipulation
-  In case of an attempt to manipulate the Turtle,  
 an alarm is triggered or the Turtle sets off an  
 alarm at the antennas in the checkout area.

•  The Turtle is combined with various sensors 
and used in a „security leash system“ for vari-
ous displayed, stand-alone items such as cord-
less screwdrivers or cordless shrub shears.

-  No power supply is required on the shelf
 because the Turtle is battery operated, i.e. can  
 be placed flexibly and individually.
-  Exhibited items can be displayed complete  
 with battery, as this is also protected.
-  Promotes sales because the product is presen 
 ted with the battery in the original condition.
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The Turtle is now being used in many of our 
Globus DIY stores, with the result that theft has 
decreased significantly in the various areas in 
which it is used. The Turtle is more flexible than 
the security media that we used previously (spider 
or safer boxes). Due to its easy handling, flexibility 
and applicability to a variety of products, the Turtle 
will largely replace the other security media in our 
Globus DIY stores.

Globus will rely on Pataco as a security provider in 
the future.


